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**Abstract:** Fire safety is a critical performance aspect of construction products, and post-installed anchors and rebars are no exemption in that regard. During their service life, anchors and rebars are subjected to different kinds of load actions, so they have to be qualified and designed for critical safety performance. While the qualification guidelines for static and seismic loading have matured to conclusive requirements over the past two decades, the requirements for determining the resistance to fire are just about to consolidate. This contribution strives to provide clarity on the fire rating of post-installed anchors and rebars. For this, the current status of the regulations, as well as the underlying background, is reviewed after a brief introduction. Typical examples of fire ratings in the field of post-installed anchors and rebars are given, and recent research undertaken to close the last regulative gaps is briefly presented.
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1. **Introduction**

Safety in the case of a fire is, after mechanical resistance and stability, the second out of seven Basic Work Requirements (BWR) according to the European Construction Product Regulation (CPR) [1], demonstrating its key importance for the performance of construction works. Fire events can have devastating results, with many fatalities and tremendous damages. The Grenfell Tower fire in 2017 (Figure 1a) with 72 deaths and some 70 injured, and a damage estimation of 1 billion GBP [2], was a wakeup call for all stakeholders to pay attention to fire safety, including the performance of products.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.jpg)

**Figure 1.** (a) Grenfell Tower fire 14 June 2017 (source: Wikipedia [3]). (b) Gotthard tunnel fire 24 October 2001 (source: Tipress [4]).
Next to high-rise buildings, tunnels (Figure 1b) are particularly vulnerable to fire events; and the Mont Blanc tunnel fire in 1999, leaving 39 people dead, is only the most tragic event in a series of catastrophic tunnel fires calling for increased awareness by officials, specifiers, and designers.

The Grenfell Tower fire was caused by a fridge that, due to a malfunction, burst into flames. The fire spread rapidly via the façade made of a flammable external insulation. Next to electrical faults, there are many other potential causes for fires, including deliberate fire raising and accidental gas explosion, but also very often negligence with cigarette butts [5]. As these risks cannot be fully eliminated, it is important that the risk is controlled by active and passive fire protection. The most prominent active fire protection systems are certainly sprinkler systems extinguishing flames by water. Moreover, fire detection equipment and fire control panels are critical components of the active fire protection. Passive fire protection, on the other hand, aims at containing the fire or slowing its spread, e.g., by fire resistance of structural elements, like columns, walls, and slabs, but also nonstructural elements, like suspended ceilings, raised floors, doors and windows, or façades.

Post-installed mechanical or adhesive anchors are used to connect nonstructural and structural elements to concrete, including components of passive and active fire-protection systems. Post-installed rebars are also used to connect new concrete elements to an existing concrete structure. In any of these cases, the performance of post-installed anchors and rebars plays a crucial role for the fire safety of buildings or other civil works. However, they are still an often-ignored detail, potentially rendering equipment critical to fire safety inoperable or jeopardizing the assumed fire resistance of elements they are connecting.

The material properties undergo major changes as, particularly, the material strength and stiffness drastically reduce with increasing temperatures. Fire resistance is typically demonstrated in fire testing and certified by fire-resistance ratings, where the rating is generally given as a measure of time. The time gives the duration of fire for which no loss in performance occurs, or reduced performance data are given for the respective. Standardization of fire ratings for post-installed anchors and rebars is steadily progressing; however, it is not yet completed. The requirements for fire testing are somewhat confusing, as they have historically been spread over several documents, and everything is yet to fall into place. There are some open technical questions, and, particularly, the bond behavior of post-installed adhesive anchors and rebars is still being investigated. The purpose of this contribution is to provide an overview on fire ratings for post-installed anchors and rebars, and to increase awareness and understanding within the global engineering community for more safety.

2. Background to Classification of Construction Products and Temperature Curves

Fire safety is certainly considered to be critical in all countries with building and safety regulations. In regard to anchor technology, however, fire ratings primarily originate from Europe. As other construction products, post-installed anchors are classified according to EN 13501: EN 13501-1 [6] classifies construction products by their reaction to fire, e.g., A1 for non-combustible components, the category anchors generally fall into. EN 13501-2 [7] classifies construction products by their resistance to fire using data from fire tests conducted according to EN 1363 [8]. The resistance of the components is related to the duration of the fire exposition given in minutes, typically in 30 min intervals resulting in R30, R60, R90, R120, and R180 classifications. EN 13501 and EN 1363 reference various temperature time curves for furnace testing; the most widely used one is the so-called standard temperature curve (STC) described by the international standard ISO 834-1 [9] (Figure 2a).
The STC was developed already in the early 1900s, where wood was the basic fuel source. It therefore represents a solid, or cellulosic, fire and describes the critical fire phase after the flash-over. The curve is characterized by a relatively steep increase of temperature leveling off to reach about 1000 °C after about 90 min. The fire behavior was internationally recognized as representative for fires in buildings. The fire curves described in the US standard ASTM E119 [11] and in the Canadian standard CAN/ULC-S101 [12] are nearly identical (refer to Figure 2a) and within the deviation from ISO curve of +/- 100 K (Figure 2b) tolerated for testing.

The gasolines emerging in the 20th century led to the development of further fire temperature curves representing liquid, or hydrocarbon, fires particularly relevant for tunnels. Hydrocarbons have higher energy values than cellulosic materials like wood, resulting in curves with an even steeper increase and higher temperatures. Next to the hydrocarbon (HC) curve referenced in EN 1991-1-2 [13] and its French modification (HCM), there are the German RABT-ZTV(ING) for road tunnel and rail tunnel applications (refer to Figure 2a). Most internationally known is the Dutch Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) fire temperature curve, with a maximum temperature of 1350 °C after 60 min. Large-scale tests, e.g., in road tunnels [14] and in rail tunnels [15], confirmed the applicability of the curves; however, they model an extreme but unlikely fire scenario involving two crashed fuel trucks and are, therefore, not globally required for fire ratings.

3. Fire Rating and Design of Post-Installed Anchors

Post-installed anchors are steel elements anchoring into concrete and designed according to concrete anchor design codes like EN 1992-4 [16] in Europe or ACI 318 [17] Chapter 17 in the US. The anchors can be broadly categorized as mechanical anchors (occasionally also referenced as metal anchors) transferring load by mechanical interlock or friction and adhesive anchors (synonymous to chemical or bonded anchors) transferring load by bonding. Plastic anchors are also transferring load by mechanical friction but are treated by separate regulations.


The Technical Report (TR) 020 [18] of the European Organisation for Technical Assessment (EOTA) published 2004 is an often-referenced guideline for the evaluation of fire resistance. This report ties into the European Technical Approval Guideline (ETAG) 001 [19], the then-valid qualification guideline for post-installed anchors, and is aligned with the underlying anchor-design approach in that it considers all possible failure modes and load directions. For each of possibility (i.e., concrete, steel, and pullout failure in tension, as well as concrete, steel, and pry-out failure in shear), a simplified design method based on calculated values for R30 to R120 is provided. For this, the strength data, as reported in the
European Technical Assessment (ETA) for cold design, are reduced by reduction factors depending on the design’s fire duration.

Further, the EOTA TR 020 stipulates details for fire tests conducted to determine, experimentally, the fire resistance in the case of steel or pullout failure. For these tests, anchors are installed in concrete slabs and loaded by weights. These assemblies are mounted in a furnace, then forming its ceiling (Figure 3a). The concrete slabs are uncracked when testing for steel resistance. When testing for pullout resistance, the anchors are installed in a predefined crack and the fixture is insulated to prevent steel failure. Since the design strength calculated according to the EOTA TR 020 are conservative and the reduction biggest for steel failure, often fire tests are only run to determine the steel resistance (Figure 3b). The anchors are generally installed as a series loaded by different weights. The duration till failure, i.e., falling down of the specific weights, allows the evaluation of the resistance to fire in kN for fire classifications R30 and above.

![Figure 3. Fire test in furnace: (a) photo of furnace taken from outside [20] and (b) schematic of test setup to test steel failure according the European Organisation for Technical Assessment (EOTA) TR (Technical Report) 020 [18].](image)

The fire test is conducted according to EN 1363-1 [8], which, in turn, references the ISO 834 STC. The temperature is measured by thermocouples installed in the furnace close to the anchor. EOTA TR020 explicitly does not cover the pullout failure of adhesive anchors. The reason for this is that the resistance in the case of bond failure depends on the temperature gradient along the anchor embedment depth, which is generally variable for adhesive anchors. In the course of the introduction of the European Assessment Documents (EADs), the fire test details stipulated in EOTA TR 020 have been transferred to the respective EAD and the EOTA TR 048 [21] published in 2016 that provides details for all qualification tests on post-installed anchors, while the design methods have been mostly integrated in EN 1992-4 Annex D.

Note that the current provisions for fire design of anchors only cover the case of resistance during fire. Recent research [22,23] has shown that, in the case of concrete breakout failure modes, the residual resistance of the anchors in a post-fire scenario might be affected very strongly due to fire exposure. However, the current codes do not cover the aspects of residual capacity of the anchorage in post-fire scenario.

3.2. Fire Rating as per Current European Assessment Documents (EADs) to Develop Design Values Reported in European Technical Assessments (ETAs) for Post-Installed Anchors

3.2.1. Mechanical Anchors

Already the EOTA TR 020 explicitly stated that the evaluation method presented therein can be used for including fire-resistance data in the ETA for a mechanical anchor. The EAD 330232 [24] for the qualification of mechanical anchors, published in its first version in 2016, includes the parts of the
EOTA TR 020 that are relevant for mechanical anchors and that have not been integrated in EOTA TR 048. EAD 330232 also covers, within BWR2, the reaction to fire which is assumed as being A1 without further testing because of the incombustible metal mechanical anchors are made of.

As a result, ETAs of mechanical anchors assessed according to EAD 330232 may include an A1 classification as reaction to fire and design data for fire resistance. Many of these ETAs provide calculated values (example given in Reference [25]). Some of them provide values that have been improved beyond the calculated values (example given in Reference [26]) based on furnace testing documented in fire reports (e.g., Reference [27]). Example anchors and application are shown in Figure 4.

![Example of mechanical anchors holding a fire rating](image)

**Figure 4.** Example of mechanical anchors holding a fire rating: (a) screw with fire report, based on furnace testing [10]; threaded bolt with fire rating included in the European Technical Assessments (ETAs), based on calculated values [25]; and wedge nail with fire rating included in the ETA, based on furnace testing [26]. (b) Application example shows a suspended ceiling fixed to the concrete floor as part of the passive fire protection (courtesy OBO Bettermann).

### 3.2.2. Adhesive Anchors

As presented above, the EOTA TR 020 does not cover pullout failure of adhesive anchors, and this gap has been preventing fire-resistance data from getting included in an ETA for an adhesive anchor. Moreover, the EAD 330499 [28] for the qualification of adhesive anchors, published in its first version in 2017, excludes fire performance. It does not cover BWR2 at all, and, therefore, it does not cover the reaction to fire that, for earlier ETAs, was assumed as being A1 for the steel element, as well as the hardened adhesive.

In consequence, fire ratings for adhesive anchors are separate reports. Most of these fire reports contain data for steel failure only, as testing of this failure mode is regulated in EOTA TR 020 (example given in Reference [29]). Other fire reports contain also data for pullout failure (example given in Reference [30]) assessed according to the current state-of-the art [31], which is a combination of experimental fire testing discussed in Section 5 of this paper.

### 3.2.3. Plastic Anchors

Plastic anchors are often missed in the design process, but they may play an important part in the fire protection of a building, e.g., when they fix trays to walls for cables running between detection equipment and fire control panels. The ignorance of this kind of detail endangered the opening date of the new Berlin airport for several months [32,33].

Plastic anchors are covered by the EOTA TR 020, where it is pointed out that the pullout resistance of the anchor may be reduced due to the material strength reduction of the plastic for elevated temperatures. For this reason, the characteristic pullout resistance shall always be determined by fire tests. However, plastic anchors made of polyamide PA6 material with a diameter of 10 mm minimum
anchoring 50 mm minimum deep, and a metal screws of 7 mm minimum, have a fire resistance of 0.8 kN for at least 90 min, i.e., R90 (example given in Reference [34]).

The EAD 330284 [35] for the qualification of plastic anchors is still in development. The draft covers BWR2; however, the item of the resistance in the case of fire, given as a reference to the EOTA TR 020, was removed from the document in the course of development. It now includes only the reaction to fire, which is A1, without further testing as “in the context of the end use application of the anchorages the plastic material of the anchor embedded in concrete/masonry can be considered to satisfy any reaction to fire requirements”. An example anchor and its application are shown in Figure 5.

3.3. Fire Design of Post-Installed Anchors according to EN 1992-4

Annex D of EN 1992-4 gives a simplified design method based on the EOTA TR 020. Generally, the fire design is carried out as for the cold design, but using the reduced characteristic strength data. Depending on the required design’s fire duration, the values for R30, R60, etc., can be taken from the ETA. Further, the material safety factors are taken as γM,fi = 1.0, to take into account the fact that fire is considered to be an accidental event, unless otherwise stated in the national annexes.

As previously discussed, there is a gap for the fire rating of adhesive anchors in the case of bond failure, and ETAs for adhesive anchors do not show fire design data yet. It is, however, interesting to note that EN 1992-4 Annex D preventively deals with the fire design of adhesive anchors for which it is stated that the characteristic bond strength, τRL,fi should be taken from the ETA and shall be determined by fire tests. A revision of the EN 1992-4 is, therefore, not required when the era of ETAs that includes fire ratings for adhesive anchors begins.

4. Fire Rating and Design of Post-Installed Rebars

Post-installed rebars (PIRs) are reinforcing bars anchoring into concrete and designed like cast-in reinforcement according to structural concrete design codes like EN 1992-1-1 [36] in Europe or ACI 318 [17] Chapter 25 in the US. It is important to note the difference of adhesive anchoring systems occasionally also using pieces of reinforcing bars but designed according to anchor design codes, with substantially higher design bond strengths, resulting in a shallower embedment but a larger minimum edge distance. Meanwhile, PIRs are designed as structural reinforcements and are characterized by a substantially deeper embedment but a relatively smaller minimum edge distance.
4.1. General Test Approach Using Electrical Heating Sleeves

Since the anchoring of rebars in concrete is designed by determining the required length to develop the force in case of overlap joints (splices) and end anchorages, the bond strength of the adhesive is critical. Other than for anchors, rebars are fully embedded in concrete, without any direct exposure to the fire. For these conditions, independent test labs developed a test setup that allowed them to experimentally investigate the bond strength as a function of the temperature the rebar is exposed to. This test setup consists of a rebar sample installed in a concrete cylinder of defined dimensions, using the adhesive subject of the fire rating (Figure 6a). While the rebar is loaded by a hydraulic actuator, an electrical heating sleeve applies thermal loading on the lateral sides of the cylinder. Load and temperature at the rebar, measured by two thermocouples, is recorded over time (Figure 6b). Based on this general test approach, adhesive anchoring systems for PIRs have been assessed to report their fire rating (example given in Reference [37]).

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** Heating test on installed post-installed rebar (PIR): (a) schematic of test setup with lateral thermal loading and loaded rebar [38]; and (b) measured load and temperature of example test, using electrical heating till failure [39] (diagonal red line is the heating temperature, horizontal black line is the load acting on the rebar).

There are two possible methods to evaluate the strength deterioration of the adhesive in response to increasing temperatures. Either the rebar is loaded to failure after rebar and cylinder are heated to a stabilized target temperature, or a constant load is applied on the rebar while the temperature is gradually increased. The later method of constant load and rising temperature represents, more realistically, the conditions in a structure subjected to a fire, and research has shown that this method yields conservative results [40,41]. Therefore, this method is generally used and was introduced as the preferred option in the EAD for the qualification of adhesives used for PIR connections.

4.2. Fire Rating as per Current European Assessment Document (EAD) to Develop Design Values Reported in the European Technical Assessment (ETA) for Post-Installed Rebars

The EAD 330087 [38] for the assessment of PIR connections with adhesive mortars covers BWR2. As reaction to fire, this adhesive system is classified as A1. To evaluate the resistance to fire, tests with electrical heating sleeves are required. For this, rebars with a diameter of 12 mm are tested in a series, using the constant load method where the temperature is increased by 5 K/min until the load drops, indicating pullout failure. A minimum number of 20 tests at different load levels shall be carried out to plot the bond stress created by the constant load as a function of temperature ($f_{b,m}(\Theta)$, Figure 7a).
The fitting curve is then transformed to a curve representing the strength reduction, $k_f$, plotted over the temperature, which is then reported in the ETA document (Figure 7b).

![Figure 7. Fire rating of PIR: (a) bond stress versus temperature at failure (example presented in European Assessment Document (EAD) 33087); and (b) curve representing the temperature reduction factor to calculate the bond strength for a given temperature, as provided by the ETA (example taken from Reference [42]).](image)

4.3. Thermal Simulation for Application Cases to Develop Fire-Design-Strength Data

The strength reduction function alone is insufficient to carry out the fire design. It merely describes the response of the adhesive to increased ambient temperatures. The temperature depends on the specific application, i.e., the geometry of the concrete structure it is embedded in. By thermal simulations, for example, using finite element method, the temperature profile, over time, for specific model structures can be determined by exposing the structure surface to the ISO 834 STC. The temperature profile, together with the strength-reduction function, then allows us to calculate the bond strength for given fire durations.

Fire reports complementing the ETAs typically provide fire-design-strength data for the two most common design cases and for fire durations corresponding to R30 to R240. One is the slab-to-slab connection (Figure 8a), where the temperature gradient is constant along the rebar. In this case, the characteristic bond strength, $f_{bk}$, can be given as a function of concrete cover to design the development length of the overlap joint. The other is the slab-to-wall connection (Figure 8b), where the temperature, as well as its gradient, are decreasing along the rebar with increasing depth. In this case, the characteristic maximum force, $N_{Rk}$, that the end anchoring can transfer for a given anchorage depth is provided.

![Figure 8. Most typical cases for PIR application (example taken from Reference [39]): (a) slab-to-slab connection for overlap joint of slabs and beams; and (b) slab-to-wall connection for end anchoring of slabs and beams.](image)
4.4. Fire Design of Post-Installed Rebars According to EN 1992-1

The fire design of PIRs follow, in principle, the same design rules as stipulated for the cold design in EN 1992-1-1, but using the reduced characteristic strength data for R30, R60, etc. Further, the requirements given in EN 1992-2 [43] for the fire design of concrete structures are to be considered, and, as such, the material safety factor is taken as $\gamma_{M,fi} = 1.0$, if not otherwise stated in the national annexes.

Because of the smaller safety factor, the fire-design strength can be higher than the cold-design strength in cases or at temperatures where there is no reduction in strength (compare to the stretch of the reduction curve shown in Figure 7b, where $k_{fi} = 1.0$). Moreover, due to a different evaluation approach, elder fire reports falling back on a strength reduction not developed in line with EAD 330087 may show fire-design-strength data substantially higher than what is defined as maximum today. However, in any case, the critical-design strength is limited by the cold design.

5. Research Closing the Gap

Current research in the field of fire performance of post-installed anchors and rebars is primarily focused on the behavior of adhesive anchoring systems and their bond failure. For post-installed adhesive anchors, the goal is to close the gap in the fire qualification within the EAD 330499, allowing ETAs to cover BWR2 and to provide fire-resistance data. Reichert and Thiele [44] proposed to use a test and evaluation approach similar to that used for fire rating of PIRs presented in Section 4.1 of this paper. This approach uses heating tests, in combination with thermal simulations, for variable anchor embedment. The approach has been adopted in a DIBt guideline [31] and is already used for fire reports, as presented in Section 3.2.2. Using the same test setup, Lahouar et al. [45] investigated the mechanical behavior of adhesive anchors by heating tests (Figure 9a) at stabilized temperature and at constant load, confirming the constant load method as conservative. The results were used as a basis for numerical simulations, using a shear lag model considering bond stress and displacement compatibility along the anchor [46]. Al-Mansouri et al. used numerical simulations [47] and experimental tests [48] to investigate test parameters influencing the evaluated fire resistance.

![Figure 9. Experimental and numerical research: (a) heating tests on installed adhesive anchor [45] and (b) thermal simulation of a fire acting on a concrete structure (slab-to-wall detail) [49].](image)

For PIRs, some of the research aims at standardizing the thermal simulations required to derive fire-design data for PIRs which are, to date, provided in separate fire reports, as presented in Section 4.3.
The critical point is the variability in the geometry of the application. While the geometry of slab-to-slab connections is relatively simple to capture by the thickness of the concrete covering the overlap joint exposed to the fire, the thermal profile for end anchorage in slab-to-wall connections depends on the dimension of the concrete structure and the embedment depth of the rebar. Mucciaca [49] studied i.a. the mesh discretization and temperature distribution for the slab-to-wall case (Figure 9b). Experimental tests help to model the heating and to calibrate numerical simulations by predicting the failure behavior. For this, Pinoteau [50] and Lahouar [51] conducted large-scale fire tests where a cantilever slab is connected to a wall, using post-installed, and subjected to a ISO 834 (STC) fire.

6. Conclusions

Fire safety is an important performance aspect of structural design and construction works. Fire ratings of construction products are mostly based on fire tests using the standard temperature curve (STC) defined in ISO 834. This holds, in particular, for buildings where cellulosic fires are critical, while, for tunnels, more stringent temperature curves representing hydrocarbon fires may be required.

For post-installed anchors and post-installed rebars (PIRs), fire ratings primarily originate from Europe. The EOTA TR 020 is the most referenced guideline, forming the basis also for the fire rating of mechanical anchors within the relevant European Assessment Document (EAD), whereas the fire rating of adhesive anchors is not fully regulated yet and therefore not included in the European Technical Assessment (ETA) documents. However, promising proposals have been made to close the gap that there is regarding the evaluation of the bond failure for variable depths requiring thermal simulations. This approach is similar to that used for post-installed rebars, where, in addition, the geometry of the concrete structure has to be considered when evaluating the fire resistance.

The design standard EN 1992 Parts 4 and 1 cover conclusively the fire design of post-installed anchors and post-installed rebars, respectively. The consistent system of qualification and design ensures a high level of safety and confidence for specifiers and design professionals. Ongoing research involving large-scale testing further demonstrates the validity of the test parameters underlying the regulations for fire rating of post-installed anchors and post-installed rebars.
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